INTRODUCTION
The characterization of propagation losses in optical waveguides is a basic element to understand the physical processes which take place in the waveguide (i.e. absorption, scattering). The main idea, developed in the past by several techniques, is to calculate the propagation losses starting from the decay, in the direction of propagation, of any signal (thermal, optical, electrical) proportional to the guided light intensity (sliding prism1 , pyroelectric2 and out of plane scattered light3 methods). Others techniques allow to estimate losses by measuring the quantity of heat generated in the sample (calorimetric4 method) or by measuring the width of the fringes of the optical resonator'-' obtained polishing the waveguide endfaces. Recently a new method based on photodeflection effect (P.D.) has been proposed and useds. In general the P.D. technique analyzes the deflection of a test laser beam (probe) from its originary trajectory traveling in a medium with a thermally induced refractive index gradientg. For both planar and channel waveguides (see fig. l ) the refractive index gradient is due to the thermal gradient produced when the guided light, which is a prism or an endfire coupled time modulated pump laser beam, is absorbed during the propagation. Compared with the previous techniques, P.D. presents several advantages being contactless, independent on the optical coupling system and applicable to a wide range of both planar and channel waveguides with different geometry (buried channel, raised or embedded strip, rib or ridge guide) and materials. In the present paper several basic aspects are treated.Experimenta1 results are reported.
THEORY
The deflection angle of a probe ray is given by the well known photodeflection formula dn where T, n, S, -and V, denote the temperature aT rise, the refractive index, the probe path coordinate, the optothermal parameter and the gradient transverse to the ray path, respectively. Depending on the probe beam path, two different transverse configurations can be distinguished and used (see Fig.1 ). The probe beam travels, in both paths, perpendicular to the channel direction. impinging finally on a position sensor connected to a lock-in amplifier.In any case in the configuration in air, the probe skims through the layer of air close to the sample. Sometimes, if the sample has a low surface roughness, a stronger signal could be experimentally obtained by bouncing with a small tilt angle the probe laser beam near the channel zone and by measuring the deflection angle of the reflected beam. The configuration in air is usually applied when a physical contactless detection system is needed (photorefractive or probe absorbing waveguides). The deflection angle 4 has two components as usual: in the general case the component directed along the z axis m, is larger than the one along the propagation direction a,. In the case of low propagation loss waveguide, because of the low value of the air's optothermar parameter with respect to that of a solid sample, a configuration in situ is more suitable in order to measure a stronger signal. The probe beam is now focused on the channel waveguide, crossing the whole sample. In this configuration the deflection angle has only a component along the channel direction. In order to provide quantitatively an expression for the deflection angle, a theoretical model for the temperature distribution is needed. In general the 3-D solution of the second order differential Fourier equation cannot be given in a closed form due to the particular geometry of the boundary (see fig.1 , p and c are the thermal diffusion length, the thermal easivity ratio, the density, and the heat capacity respectively. The deflection angle depends on two exponential terms whlch have different decay lengths connected respectively with thermal diffusion and optical absorption. However in usual cases, for low loss channel waveguides, the thermal diffusion exponential term has importance only for the first few microns ( y << f,,, ), being negligible for longer distances from the input edge. A way to calculate the propagation losses is therefore suggested by studying the deflection angle as a fbnction of distance y of the probe beam from the waveguide edge. In other words, starting away from the edge, the amplitude of the photodeflection signal has only the exponential behavior due to absorption processes, from which one obtain the propagation loss coefficient (see Figs 2) . However this method is not useful for loss coefficients less than IdBIcm. In fact in order to minimize the noise one should perform measurements for very large values of y, sometimes larger than the available length of channel. A recurring problem in air configuration scanning is the set-up misalignment.The effect of a small tilt angle between the surface and the probe scanning line could be very important especially for small a, because an unknown slope change in the channel direction is produced in both amplitude and phase of the deflection s~gnal. The attenuation a' and the phase 4 and the phase drift d@dt of the deflection signal depend on the tilt angle 8 as An elegant way to obtain the right a is measuring attenuation for different values of the chopper frequency. Plotting a' as a function of the frequency square root a straight line is obtained from which both a and 8 are calculated. Another way is given by the comparison (difference) beetween a' and the phase drift. To avoid this problem another way is suggested by the analysis of the deflection amplitude of the component along the channel direction (Q,) in the first few microns. In the analysis for short distance, the diffusion exponential term can't be neglected with respect to the absorption term. Considering however the phase of the two terms it is possible to find some length y, , , for which the two exponentials have opposite sign so that a minimum in the deflection signal is obtained. With the help of a computer one may find the distance y, , , which depends mainly on the effusivity ratio and on the loss coefficient and if at ,, >> e. the empirical relation is found % I . , , , = ln(1 + e ) = e ,from which a = -L.
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The minimum is directly connected to the existence of a maximum in temperature inside the waveguide. Due to the low value of the efisivity ratio in the general case of a solid sample, the existence condition a C ,, >> e is in many cases verified
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The channel waveguide which has been used to test the first method by measuring the exponential decay of the deflection signal, was a glass substrate with six channels 3pm wide, obtained by ion exchange. 
